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Abstract

This paper establishes a dynamic model of the bearing rotor system of a
high-speed train under variable speed conditions. Different from previous
works, the proposed model simplifies the contact stress and considers the
compensation balance excitation caused by the rotor mass eccentricity. The
angle iteration method is used to solve the challenging problem that the roller
space position cannot be determined in bearing rotation. The simulation
results show that the model accurately describes the dynamics of bearing
under varying speed profiles that contain acceleration, deceleration and speed
oscillation stages. The order ratio spectrum of the bearing vibration signal
indicates that both single frequency and multiple frequency in simulation
results are consistent with that in theoretical results. Experiments of bearing
with outer ring fault and inner ring fault under various operating conditions
are presented to verify the developed model.

Keywords: Variable speed conditions, High-speed train, Bearing model,
Angle iteration, Order ratio spectrum

1. Introduction1

In recent years, with the rapid development of high-speed railways, the2

global high-speed railway mileage and the number of trains increased rapidly,3
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which make safe and reliable operation of train critical to railway safety [1, 2].4

As key components of train running systems, bogie axle box bearings have5

attracted extensively studies on movement modeling and state monitoring6

[3]. To better understand the mechanism of bearing faults and their effects7

on movement, dynamic simulation of bearing systems are commonly used.8

The bearing model studies the influence of parameters on bearing motion9

states by establishing a set of differential equations, which can be solved by10

using numerical solution methods.11

In the early stage of research, relatively simple nonlinear equations were12

used to simulate bearing motion, and study the motion law of bearings based13

on the exact solutions of these equations. For instance, Chinta [4] used non-14

dimensional differential equations to describe the unbalanced response of15

rotor bearings, and used Floquet theory to study the stability and bifurcation16

behavior of bearing systems. Sinou [5] established a dynamic model of a17

flexible rotor-rolling bearing system under unbalanced excitation, used the18

harmonic balance method to study the system’s nonlinear motion law, and19

analyzed the influence of bearing radial clearance and unbalanced mass on20

Hertzian contact force between roller and raceway.21

Since traditional nonlinear equation solving methods can only obtain ap-22

proximate solutions of nonlinear system with fewer degree of freedom (DOF),23

some more advanced methods were developed for higher DOF bearing sys-24

tems. Fukata and Gad et al [6] used a numerical method to solve the dif-25

ferential equations of ball bearing motion for the first time, and intuitively26

analyzed the motion state of bearings. Tiwari and Gupta et al [7] estab-27

lished a nonlinear dynamic model of bearing rotor systems, and analyzed the28

influence of radial clearance on the motion stability based on the Floquet29

theory. Sawalhi et al [8] built a dynamic model of bearing and gear cou-30

pling system, in which a small sprung mass with relatively high damping is31

used to represent a typical high frequency. Furthermore, the model is ver-32

ified through experiments under different fault conditions [9]. Tsuha et al33

[10] developed a rolling bearing model with improved fidelity by introducing34

a set of equivalent contact stiffness and damping and using the theory of35

elastic fluid lubrication to calculate the contact force. Song [11] put forward36

a dynamic model of spindle bearing systems by combining angular contact37

bearing and floating bearing. Compared with transitional methods, these38

advanced methods consider more factors that affect bearing motion, so the39

established bearing motion model is more accurate. At the same time, the40

numerical solution method makes the solution of the equation more intuitive41
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and provides great convenience for further nonlinear analysis. However, these42

works focus on bearing under constant operating conditions, which cannot43

sufficiently describe the dynamics operating conditions.44

Different from those bearings working in relatively consistent operating45

conditions, high-speed train bearings in the running system often work in46

high-speed and heavy-duty harsh conditions and are severely affected by47

strong noises in the surrounding environment. It is difficult to directly eval-48

uate the quality of the bearings and study the bearing motion states. To49

address these challenges, the dynamic model simulation methods are desired50

for bearings of high-speed trains. The method of dynamic modeling should51

consider the influence of various factors on the motion states of bearings,52

greatly reducing the research cost, and improving the research efficiency. Cao53

et al [12] established a nonlinear dynamic model of the CRH1 EMU (China54

Railway High-speed-1, Electric Multiple Units) coupling system, which con-55

siders the loose fit between the inner ring and the main shaft of the axle box56

bearing of the high-speed train. They also studied and compared the motion57

characteristics of the model by using optimized numerical algorithms under58

various working conditions. Cao and He et al [13] established a dynamic59

model of high-speed rolling bearings by considering actual factors such as60

centrifugal expansion and thermal expansion of the inner ring. The model61

was then used to predict some system parameters such as contact angle and62

bearing stiffness and conduct correlative analysis of bearing damage mech-63

anism. Yang et al [14] established a 4 DOF nonlinear dynamic model with64

classic fault of high-speed train bearing-rotor systems. The model was ver-65

ified by a certain type of high-speed train bearing under outer ring, inner66

ring and roller element fault conditions. Liu et al [15] established a 12 DOF67

non-linear dynamic model of high-speed train axle box bearings with outer68

ring faults, in which the influence of bearing speed and fault size on system69

motion was studied from a nonlinear perspective. Wang et al [16] proposed70

a novel stochastic vehicle-track coupled model to evaluate the dynamic per-71

formance of axle box bearings in a high-speed train with unsteady wind load72

and random track irregularities and study the influence of crosswind speed73

on dynamic performance of bearings.74

With these successes in bearing model research, the limitation of existing75

works, however, is that failure mechanism and bearing motion are all studied76

with static bearing speed. Mishra et al [17] established a bond graph model77

of rolling element bearings in special operating conditions, and verified the78

effectiveness through experiments [18]. The main function of this model79
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is to generate a series of non-stationary signals for fault diagnosis algorithm80

research. However, this model cannot describe the vibration response of each81

part of bearing rotor systems. Moreover, these bearing models have a single82

structure, which is insufficient to represent the structural characteristics of83

tapered roller bearings of high-speed trains. Furthermore, in addition to the84

bearing mass eccentricity, the shaft mass eccentricity is also very important85

but is always ignored in bearing rotor systems. To address these limitations,86

this paper establishes a dynamic model of coupling systems of bearing and87

shaft to accurately simulate the dynamics of real axle box bearings of high-88

speed trains under variable speed conditions. The novelty of the research89

is three-fold: First, the shaft and two bearings are regarded as a coupled90

system in which the shaft is regarded as the rotor in this system and the91

mass eccentricity of the shaft is considered; Second, the angular iteration92

method is used to calculate the spatial position of the bearing rollers at each93

moment under the variable speed operation of the bearing; Third, the model94

is verified through a series of simulation and actual experiments with different95

fault modes.96

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the process of97

building a shaft-bearing coupling system model under conditions of variable98

speed and introduces the outer ring fault, inner ring fault and rolling element99

fault models. Section 3 shows a few simulation results when the model has100

different type of fault under variable speed condition. Section 4 verifies the101

effectiveness of the model by comparing actual experiments and simulation102

experiments.103

2. Bearing Model104

2.1. Bearing dynamic model105

The running part of a high-speed train consists of an axle, a left wheel,106

and a right wheel. According to the law of conservation of energy, the axle107

mass is equivalent to the axle center of mass. Fig. 1 shows the structure108

of the axle box bearing of high-speed trains, in which O1, O2, O3 are the109

bearing geometry center, center of shaft section and center of mass of shaft110

section, respectively; e is the eccentricity of cross section of the shaft, mc111

is the equivalent mass (kg) of the shaft at the center; K,C are the stiffness112

and damping of the shaft, respectively; FxL, FyL are the reaction force (N)113

received by the left end bearing in the horizontal and vertical directions,114

respectively, FxR, FyR are the reaction force (N) received by the right end115
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bearing in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and α and β116

are the contact angle and the half cone angle given in degree, respectively.117

Since the rollers of tapered roller bearings change the direction of contact118

force and decompose the load on the bearing into axial and radial directions,119

the half cone angle should be considered in the model.120

O1
FyL

FxL

FyR

FxR

O2

O3 e

Fig. 1: Shaft and bearing coupling system model

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of bearings dynamics model, in which121

m1, m2, mb are the masses (kg) of the bearing inner ring, bearing and unit122

resonator, respectively; x1, y1 are displacement (m) of the left row inner ring123

in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively; K1, C1 are support124

stiffness (N/m) and support damping (N · s/m) of the inner ring, respec-125

tively; x2, y2 are the displacement (m) of the outer ring in the horizontal126

and vertical directions, respectively; K2, C2 are the support stiffness (N/m)127

and support damping (N · s/m) of the outer ring, respectively; yb, Kb, Cb128

are the vertical displacement (m), stiffness (N/m) and damping (N · s/m) of129

the unit resonator, respectively. The bearing in Fig. 2 is considered as a130

model that is coupled with a series of spring mass models and is simulated131

by establishing a set of differential equations according to Newton’s second132

law.133

When a fault occurs, the periodic impact of the fault leads to natural134

vibration of bearing inner and outer rings and other components. The vi-135

brations can be accurately simulated by adjusting the stiffness and damping136

coefficient of unit resonator [19, 20]. According to Newton’s second law, the137

dynamics of a bearing-rotor system can be described as:138

{

mcẍc +Cẋc +K(xc − xr1) +K(xc − xl1) = mcew
2
c cos(wct)

mcÿc +Cẏc +K(yc − yr1) +K(yc − yl1) = mcew
2
c cos(wct)−mcg

(1)
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Fig. 2: Spring mass system of simplified bearings























m1ẍr1 +C1ẋr1 +K1xr1 + FxR cos(α− β) = 0
m1ÿr1 +C1ẏr1 +K1yr1 + FyR cos(α− β) = 0
m2ẍr2 +C2ẋr2 +K2xr2 + FxR cos(α + β) = 0
m2ÿr2 +(C2 + Cb)ẏr2 + (K2 +Kb)yr2 −Kbyb

−Cbẏb − FyR cos(α + β) = F cos(α + β)

(2)

mbÿrb + Cb(ẏrb−ẏr2) +Kb(yrb − yr2) = 0 (3)























m1ẍl1 +C1ẋl1 +K1xl1 + FxL cos(α− β) = 0
m1ÿl1 +C1ẏl1 +K1yl1 + FyL cos(α− β) = 0
m2ẍl2 +C2ẋl2 +K2xl2 + FxL cos(α + β) = 0
m2ÿl2 +(C2 + Cb)ẏl2 + (K2 +Kb)yl2 −Kbyb

−Cbẏb − FyL cos(α + β) = F cos(α + β)

(4)

mbÿlb + Cb(ẏlb − ẏl2) +Kb(ylb − yl2) = 0 (5)

where xc, yc are the displacement of centroid of the shaft in the horizontal139

and vertical directions, respectively; xr1, yr2 are the displacement of the outer140

ring and the inner ring at the right end bearing in the horizontal direction,141

respectively; yr1, yr2 are the displacement of the outer ring and the inner ring142

at the right end bearing in the vertical direction, respectively; xl1, xl2, yl1, yl2143

are for the left end bearing; yrb, ylb are the displacement of the unit resonator144
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at right and left end in the vertical direction, respectively; F is axle load of145

train. In this model, Eq. (1) is the vibration equations of the shaft in the146

horizontal and vertical directions; Eq. (2) is the vibration equations of the147

right end bearing in the horizontal and vertical directions; Eq. (4) is the148

vibration equations of the left end bearing in the horizontal and vertical149

directions; Eqs. (3) and (5) are the vibration equations of the unit resonator150

in the vertical direction.151

2.2. Bearing support reaction force152

In the model, bearing support reaction force is needed. However, the153

magnitude and direction of the force change with the rotation of the bearing.154

The force can be calculated as follows:155

1. Calculating the contact force on each roller.156

2. Decomposing the force into the forward direction and radial direction157

of the bearing.158

3. Combining all the force in the above two directions and the bearing159

support reaction force can be obtained in these two directions.160

Since the forces on the inner and outer rings of bearings are transmitted161

through the rollers in bearing movement, the reaction force is the sum of the162

resultant force of the contact forces at each roller. In practice, the motion163

state and force of bearings are very complicated. To simplify the calculation,164

the following assumptions are introduced. Note that these assumptions are165

commonly used and do not lower the accuracy and fidelity of the model.166

1. The outer ring of bearings is fixed on the rigid element with rotating167

velocity of 0 and it has lateral and vertical displacements.168

2. The rolling elements are equidistantly located on the raceway and per-169

form pure rolling (i.e. sliding of rolling elements are not considered);170

3. The contact stress is considered in the form of Hooke’s law.171

Fig. 3 shows the side view of a double-row tapered roller bearing with172

N0 rollers that are equally separated by an angle of 2π/N0. In the rotating173

operation, the angle of the i-th roller (i = 1, 2, ..., N0) turns at time t can be174

calculated as:175
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Fig. 3: Side view of a double-row tapered roller bearing

θi = γ(t) +
2π

N0

(i− 1), i = 1, 2, ..., N0 (6)

where γ(t) is the angle that the roller indexed by 1 turns in time t, and its176

initial location is γ(t0) = 0. The normal contact deformation of the i-th177

roller of the right end bearing with the raceway at the angular displacement178

θi can be calculated as:179

δi = (xr1 − xr2) cos θi + (yr1 − yr2) sin θi − c0 (7)

where c0 is the bearing radial clearance. The contact force between the ball
and the raceway can be expressed by the nonlinear Hertz’s contact force as
[21, 22]:

Pi = Ktδ
n
i Hi (8)

where Kt is the contact stiffness, n = 10/9. When δi > 0, Hi = 1 and it180

indicates that there is a nonlinear Hertz’s contact force while δi ≤ 0, Hi = 0181

indicates that there is no nonlinear Hertz’s contact force. By decomposing182

the contact force at every roller into the horizontal and vertical directions,183

the resultant force in the two directions can be obtained. The total contact184

force of the bearing in the horizontal and vertical directions is the sum of the185

resultant force from all rollers, which is given as:186

8

















FxR = Kt

N0
∑

i=1

δ
10

9

i Hi cos θi

FyR = Kt

N0
∑

i=1

δ
10

9

i Hi sin θi

(9)

where FxR, FyR are the contact force in horizontal and vertical directions,187

respectively. Similarly, FxL, FyL can be obtained.188

2.3. Model analysis with different fault modes189

To solve the model, the angle γ(t) that the roller rotates at any time190

instant t is needed. However, for high-speed train, the angular rotating191

velocity of the main shaft w0(t) is not a constant. To address this, we simplify192

and apply the angle iteration method [17] to calculate the angle γ(t) in real193

time.194

The angle γ(t) can be calculated as:195

γ(t) =

∫ +∞

0

w0(t)t dt (10)

When the rotation speed changes with time, γ(t) cannot be expressed as196

a linear function of time and the total angle that the roller turns at each197

moment cannot be determined by the angular velocity.198

The proposed angle iteration method assumes that the bearing speed is199

piecewise constant, i.e., the speed is constant within a short period time200

∆t (∆t → 0). As a result, the angle that the bearing rotates at time t+∆t201

can be expressed as γ(t + ∆t) = γ(t) + w(t)∆t, where w(t) is the relative202

speed of the roller with respect to the fault location, which can be on the203

outer ring, inner ring, and roller itself. Therefore, w(t) has different values204

for different types of faults. When the fault is on the outer (or inner) ring,205

w(t) is the relative speed of the roller to the outer (or inner) ring at t. When206

the fault is on the rolling element, w(t) is the rotating speed of the roller207

itself at t. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Then the problem208

transforms to the estimation of w(t). In the simulation, ∆t represents the209

step size used in each iteration of the ode45 function.210

2.3.1. Model of outer ring fault211

Fig. 4 shows the case when the outer ring has a fault [23, 24] located in212

the lower bearing area, in which θc is the location of the fault center and θca213
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Fig. 4: Model of outer ring fault

is the central angle corresponding to the arc where the fault is located, L0214

is the fault width, r is the inner ring radius of bearing, R is the outer ring215

radius of bearing, rg is the section radius at the center of mass of tapered216

roller. When a roller rolls over the fault area, the roller descending depth217

couter between the roller and the raceway can be expressed by:218

couter =

{

rg −
√

r2g −
(

L0

2

)2
, cos(θi − θc) > cos θca

2

0, else
(11)

with θca = 2arcsin
(

L0

2R

)

. Since the outer ring speed is 0, the relative speed219

of the roller with respect to the outer ring wouter(t) can be expressed as:220

w(t) = wouter(t) =
1

2

(

1−
d

D
cosα

)

w0(t) (12)

where d is the roller diameter, D is the bearing pitch diameter.221

2.3.2. Model of inner ring fault222

Fig. 5 shows the case when the inner ring of the bearing has a fault. Dif-223

ferent from outer ring fault, the location of the inner ring fault continuously224

changes as the bearing rotates. Because bearing cage and the inner ring have225

a relative movement, the inner ring is used as the reference system, which226

makes it equivalent to the form of the outer ring fault. When a roller rolls227

over the fault area on the inner raceway, the roller descending depth cinner228

between the roller and the raceway can be expressed by:229
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Fig. 5: Model of inner ring fault

cinner =

{

rg −
√

r2g −
(

L0

2

)2
, cos(θi − θc) > cos θca

2

0, else
(13)

with θca = 2arcsin
(

L0

2r

)

. Then, the relative speed of the roller with respect230

to the inner ring winner(t) can be calculated as:231

w(t) = winner(t) =
1

2

(

1 +
d

D
cosα

)

w0(t) (14)

2.3.3. Model of rolling element fault232

Fig. 6: Model of rolling element fault
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Fig. 6 shows the case when a rolling element of the bearing has a fault,233

in which θrc is the central angle corresponding to the arc where the fault is234

located. When the bearing has a rolling element fault, the roller contacts235

the inner ring raceway and the outer ring raceway once respectively in its236

own rotation cycle as the inner ring of the bearing rotates. Here, we take the237

bearing cage as the reference system and assume that the initial angle of the238

fault area is 0 and the rollers only have rotation (without revolution). When239

the roller rotates 90◦counterclockwise, it contacts the inner ring. When the240

roller rotates 270◦counterclockwise, it contacts outer ring. In the process,241

when the roller rolls over the fault area, the roller descending depth croller242

can be calculated by:243

croller =

{

rg −
√

r2g −
(

L0

2

)2
, cos(θi − φ) > cos θrc

0, else
(15)

where φ = π/2 and 3π/2 for contacting inner and outer raceways, respec-

tively, θrc = 2 arcsin
(

L0

2r0

)

, and the rotating speed of the roller wroller(t) is

given by:

w(t) = wroller(t) =
D

2d

(

1−

(

d

D

)2
)

w0(t) (16)

With above analysis, the contact deformation in the fault area under244

different fault modes can be summarized as:245

δi = (xr1 − xr2) cos θi + (yr1 − yr2) sin θi − c0 − cchange (17)

where cchange should be couter, cinner or croller, depending on the fault mode.246

3. Simulation analysis of the bearing model247

3.1. Parameters of system248

To verify the proposed model under varying speed, a series simulations249

are conducted . Tables 1, 2 and 3 list the main parameters of the high-250

speed EMU axle box bearing, the rotor system, and the unit resonator in the251

simulation.252
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Table 1: The parameter of the bearing

Parameter Value of parameter

Inner ring mass m1 (kg) 4.63

Inner ring radius r (mm) 6.5

Total bearing mass m2 (kg) 30

Outer ring radius R (mm) 120

Number of roller N0 17

Contact angle α (◦) 10

Half-cone angle β (◦) 1.7

Bearing rolling element diameter d (mm) 26.5

Bearing pitch meter D (mm) 156.25

Axle load F (N) 20250

3.2. Introduction of GATD253

In order to verify the model, simulation results of the model need to254

be compared with theoretical results. First, the model is simulated under255

variable speed conditions to obtain the time-domain waveform of the bear-256

ing vibration acceleration. Then, the order ratio spectrum of the vibration257

is calculated for bearing diagnosis. The model is verified if the order ratio258

spectrum of the vibration from simulation is close to the theoretical values.259

Therefore, the key is to find a suitable fault diagnosis method to obtain the260

order ratio spectrum of bearing vibration acceleration. In 2016, Urbanek et261

al. [25] proposed a generalized angular temporal deterministic (GATD) signal262

model for rotating machinery failures under variable speed conditions, based263

on cyclostationary theory. This GATD signal extracted from wind turbine264

bearings enables the accurate identification of bearing faults. The advantage265

of the GATD-based method is that it does not rely on the angle resampling266

technology and completes the bearing fault diagnosis while retaining the orig-267

inal characteristics of the signal. Therefore, this paper adopts this method268

to extract the fault characteristics of the model simulation results.269

The GATD-based fault diagnosis process is as follows:270

13



Table 2: The parameter of the bearing system model

Parameter Value of parameter

Equivalent mass at shaft center mc (kg) 274

Bending damping of shaft C (N · s/m) 2× 106

Bending stiffness of shaft K (N/m) 1.48× 107

Mass eccentricity of shaft section e (mm) 10−5

Inner ring damping coefficient C1 (N · s/m) 7000

Inner ring stiffness coefficient K1 (N/m) 3.05× 108

Outer ring damping coefficient C2 (N · s/m) 7000

Outer ring stiffness coefficient K2 (N/m) 1.45× 1010

Contact stiffness coefficient Kt (N/m) 1.55× 1010

Table 3: The parameter of the unit resonator

Parameter Value of parameter

Vibrator mass mb (kg) 1

Stiffness coefficient Kb (N/m) 8.8826× 109

Damping coefficient Cb (N · s/m) 9424.8

1. First, the collected faulty bearing signal x(t) is normalized according
to the Z-score standardization method:

zT (ϕ, f ;ϕ0) =
x (t− τ(ϕ+ ϕ0))− µT (ϕ)

σT (ϕ)
wT (t) (18)

where ϕ(t) is the angle that the roller turned at time t with the ini-
tial phase ϕ0,

1
T

= max(dϕ
dt
), wT (t) is a Hanning window function,

τ(ϕ) is the angle-fixed time increment used for positioning the window.
Here, µT (ϕ) is the local angular-temporal mean value of the signal x(t),
and σT (ϕ) is the localized angular-temporal standard deviation of x(t),
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which are calculated as:

µT (ϕ;ϕ0) =
1

T

∫ λ−T/2

λ+T/2

x(u) du (19)

σT (ϕ;ϕ0) =

√

1

T

∫ λ−T/2

λ+T/2

(x(u)− µT (τ(ϕ)))2 du (20)

where λ = t− τ(ϕ+ ϕ0)271

2. Performing Fourier transform on the normalized signal:

ZT (ϕ, f ;ϕ0) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

zT (ϕ, t;ϕ0)e
−j2πft dt (21)

3. Performing fast Fourier transform on the squared envelope spectrum
of ZT (ϕ, f ;ϕ0) to obtain the angular-temporal spectrum (ATS) of the
signal:

ATST (Ω, f, ϕ0) = lim
Θ→∞

1

Θ

∫ Θ

0

|ZT |
2 e−j2πΩϕ dϕ (22)

where ZT denotes ZT (ϕ, t;ϕ0) to simplify the notation, Ω is the fre-272

quency related to angle-fixed events (expressed in orders), f denotes273

events occurring frequency in Hz, and Θ is the maximum angle pe-274

riod. The obtained ATS is a family of curves distributed in the three-275

dimensional (3-D) space, and the order ratio spectrum of the signal can276

be obtained by plotting with Ω as the horizontal axis.277

3.3. Model simulation278

According to theoretical mechanics, the fault characteristic order ratio
of the outer ring, the inner ring and the rolling element can be respectively
calculated by [26]:

fo =
N0

2
×

(

1−
d

D
cosα

)

(23)

fi =
N0

2
×

(

1 +
d

D
cosα

)

(24)

fr =
1

2
×

D

d

(

1 +

(

d

D
cosα

)2
)

(25)
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For the bearing used in this research, we have fo = 7.082, fi = 9.917, and279

fr = 2.871.280

The simulation is conducted in Matlab with a sampling frequency of281

512,000 Hz. The angular rotating velocity of the main shaft w0(t) is given in282

Eq. (26) and shown in Fig. 7. This speed is designed to simulate the entire283

operating process of the bearing system that contains accelerating process,284

decelerating process and oscillating process with a sine law. Three simula-285

tions are conducted with three types of faults, an outer ring fault, an inner286

ring fault, and a rolling element fault, all with a fault size L0 = 1 mm.287

Fig. 7: Angular speed of bearings inner ring

w0(t) =







640t 0.2 < t ≤ 2.5
1600 + 400 sin(π(t− 2.5)) 2.5 < t ≤ 5
4800− 640t 5 < t ≤ 7.5

(26)

From the solution of Eqs. (1)-(5), the order ratio spectrum analysis288

method in [25] is used to obtain the corresponding order ratio spectrum.289

The time-domain waveform of the acceleration of bearings and the corre-290

sponding order ratio spectrum are respectively obtained by simulating the291

model when an outer ring, an inner ring, and a rolling element fault with292

L0 = 1 mm, respectively. Fig. 8-Fig. 10 show the results.293

It can be seen intuitively from the three time domain graph that when294

a fault occurs, the acceleration amplitude of the bearing changes with the295

trend of shaft angular speed. In addition, the maximum amplitude increases296

in order according to the types of the faults, which means the location of297

the fault has different effects on the vibration of bearing. Apparently, when298

a fault is on the rolling elements, the bearing has the severest vibration.299
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Fig. 8: Vibration with outer ring fault (a) Vibration signal and (b) order ratio spectrum

Fig. 9: Vibration with inner ring fault (a) Vibration signal and (b) order ratio spectrum

Moreover, the results show that the simulated characteristic order ratios of300

the outer ring (7.805), inner ring (9.9172), and rolling element (2.8694) are301

close to the calculation results given by Eq. (23)-(25). At the same time, the302

corresponding frequency multiplication can be observed in the order ratio303

spectrum, which proves the correctness of the model.304

Since the order ratio spectrum is obtained by the signal after two Fourier305

transforms, there is a linear relationship between the order ratio spectrum306

amplitude and the original signal amplitude. Letting the amplitude corre-307

sponding to the single frequency (ACSF) in the signal order ratio spectrum308

under an outer ring fault and an inner ring fault are Ao and Ai, respectively.309

The influence of the fault location and the fault size on the ACSF is studied310

and the results are shown in Fig. 11.311
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Fig. 10: Vibration with rolling element fault (a) Vibration signal and (b) order ratio
spectrum

Fig. 11: Result of amplitude change with fault size

Fig. 11(a) shows the ACSF values under outer ring is always larger than312

that under inner ring. Fig. 11(b) and (c) show that the ACSF values in the313

order ratio spectrum under these two fault conditions increase as the fault314

sizes increases, which indicates that the fault size has an important influence315

on the motion state of the bearing. As the size of the fault increases, more316

energy is generated in the fault area when the roller collides with the raceway,317

which causes the increase of the amplitude at this frequency.318

4. Experimental verification319

To make the operating condition close to real operation, the experiments320

use a speed profile in which the bearing rotating speed is accelerated from 0321

to a certain speed, maintained for a period of time, and then decelerated to322
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0. It is important to note that, in the experiments, tachometer is not used323

to measure the speed of the bearing and no program is used to control its324

speed. For the faulty type verification, the vibration is from experiment and325

speed profile is not needed. However, the speed profile is used as the model326

input for the bearing operating condition verification. Since the model speed327

profile is unknown, the instantaneous speed of the bearing must be estimated328

from the bearing vibration signals.329

4.1. Fault type verification330

Two EMU axle box bearings are used in the experiments. One bearing331

has a through-groove fault on the outer ring with the width of L0=1 mm and332

the other one has a pitting fault on the inner ring with L0=0.1 mm. The333

schematic diagram of the outer ring, the fault on the outer ring, and the fault334

on the inner ring are shown in Fig. 12. In the experiments, the vibration335

signal of the bearing is collected in 60 s with a sampling frequency of 51,200336

Hz.337

Fig. 12: The outer ring, outer ring fault, and inner ring fault of the bearing

The acceleration sensors should be installed near the experimental bearing338

so that the vibration signal can be accurately measured. Fig. 13 shows the339

experimental platform and the horizontal and vertical location of the sensors.340

Experiments are carried out on the bearings with seeded faults. For the341

bearing with the outer ring fault, Fig. 14 shows the time domain signal and342

the order ratio spectrum of the bearing vibration acceleration. It can be seen343

that the difference of the experimental results and the calculation results of344

the first three-order fault feature order ratio are respectively 5.97%, 5.67%345

and 6.34%.346

For the bearing with an inner ring fault, Fig. 15 shows the time domain347

signal and order ratio spectrum of the bearing vibration acceleration. The348
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Fig. 13: Test rig of roller bearing of railway vehicle and sensors’ location

Fig. 14: Vibration with outer ring (a) Time domain vibration signal, (b) order ratio
spectrum

difference of the experimental results and the calculation results of the first349

three-order fault feature order ratio are respectively 2.59%, 3.95% and 4.15%.350

As mentioned early, the bearing speed is changing in the experiments.351

Under these non-linear operating conditions, the acceleration amplitude of352

the bearing changes continuously with time, which is a typical variable speed353

bearing operation for high-speed trains. The results show that, compared354

with the theoretical value given by Eq. (23)-(24), the difference of the fault355

characteristic order ratio under two experimental conditions are within the356

allowable range, which proves the effectiveness of the model.357

4.2. Bearing operating conditions verification358

In order to further prove that the model is also effective in real work-359

ing conditions and has a certain anti-interference ability against noise, the360
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（a） （b）

Fig. 15: Vibration with inner ring (a) Time domain vibration signal, (b) order ratio
spectrum

bearing speed estimated in the experiment is used as the input of the model361

and noise is added to the bearing vibration acceleration signal obtained from362

the model. The order ratio spectrum analysis is performed on the model363

output vibration signal with noise. If the model result is consistent with the364

calculation result, the model is verified.365

Since there is no speed measuring device, such as a tachometer, and366

speed profile is unknown, the real-time speed of the bearing spindle cannot367

be obtained. Therefore, this study extracts the instantaneous speed curve368

from the signals collected in the two experiments, and uses a time function369

to fit this two working conditions for model speed input. At the same time,370

on-site noise is added to the model to make the simulation close to a real371

noisy environment.372

4.2.1. Verification under outer ring fault373

The speed curve is extracted from the experimental signals by the method374

in [27], and the noise signal is extracted from the signal using the wavelet375

noise reduction method [28]. Fig. 16 shows the instantaneous speed and376

experimental site noise extracted from the outer ring fault test signal. The377

fitted curve function is f(t) = −0.002t4 +0.2535t3 − 11.7572t2 +232.4658t−378

2.0618× 10−4.379

It can be seen that the bearing speed experiences a process of speed380

increase, slowly change, and decrease during the experiment. Meanwhile,381

the noise amplitude experience the same process as well.382

With the proposed model, the fitted speed curve, and the noise, Fig.383
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（a） （b）

Fig. 16: Experimental signal under outer ring fault (a) speed curve, (b) site noise

17(a) shows the vibration signal obtained from the model. The order ratio384

spectrum in Fig. 17(b) shows that the values of frequency-singled, frequency-385

doubled and frequency-tripled are close to the theoretical values given by Eq.386

(23). The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the model.387

4.2.2. Verification under inner ring fault388

The same methods are used to obtain the time frequency curve and ex-389

perimental site noise in inner ring fault experiment. Fig. 18 shows the in-390

stantaneous speed and experimental site noise extracted from the inner ring391

fault test signal. The fitted curve function is f(t) = −0.0028t4 + 0.3423t3 −392

14.3913t2 + 251.987t− 6.0213× 10−4.393

With the proposed model, the vibration signal of the model shown in Fig.394

19(a) under the fitted speed profile given in Fig. 18(a) can be obtained. The395

order ratio spectrum in Fig. 19(b) shows that the values of frequency-singled,396

frequency-doubled and frequency-tripled are close to the theoretical values397

given by Eq. (24). The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the model.398

It is noticed that the ACSF values under outer ring fault is smaller. The399

reason is that, when the bearing speed changes, the instantaneous impact400

load and amplitude caused by a single fault are reduced. Meanwhile, There401

are very few messy frequency components in the order ratio spectrum, which402

proves that the model has good anti-interference ability. Even if the ex-403

perimental site noise is added, the simulation model can get very obvious404

results.405
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（a） （b）

Fig. 17: Simulation results of bearing with outer ring fault (a) vibration acceleration, (b)
order ratio spectrum

5. Conclusion406

This paper establishes a dynamic model of bearing systems in the run-407

ning part of high-speed trains under variable speed conditions. The novelty is408

that an angle iteration method is used to address the problem that the roller409

space position cannot be determined in bearing rotation, which is ignored in410

the existing researches. By simulating the actual operating conditions of the411

train, the vibration response of the system in the process of speed increase,412

decrease and speed oscillation is obtained. The results show that the vibra-413

tion acceleration amplitude of bearing outer ring is positively correlated with414

bearings spindle speed. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the model, bear-415

ing experiments and simulations under outer ring fault and inner ring fault416

with varying speed are conducted. The order ratio of the fault character-417

istics show that the errors between the simulation and experimental results418

are always within the allowable range, which demonstrate the effectiveness419

of the model.420
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（a） （b）

Fig. 18: Experimental signal under inner ring fault (a) speed curve, (b) site noise

（a） （b）

Fig. 19: Simulation results of bearing with inner ring fault (a) vibration acceleration, (b)
order ratio spectrum
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